Elementary Explorations

The following applications are geared toward elementary-aged children with varying interests. These apps cover a broad range of educational activities and encourage young students to develop critical thinking skills and harness their creativity. Topics like recycling, endangered animals and school bullies make these apps interesting and relevant to children.

Recommended for grades K-5.

Trash Chaos by Yogome, Inc. Sort and recycle trash based on its composition to take care of the environment.

WWF Together by World Wildlife Fund. Learn about endangered animals across the world through interactive experiences.

Toontastic by Launchpad Toys. Learn about story arcs through writing, drawing, narrating and creating sound effects in your own unique cartoon.

LetsTans Kids by Puzzlium, Inc. Use math critical thinking skills to fit tan grams into the puzzles with progressively increasing difficulty.

Awesome Upstander! by Health Teacher. Race through different areas of a school to rescue friends from bullies. Collect objects and supporters along the way and become a school hero!

iDiary for Kids by Tipitap Inc. Express yourself through writing and drawing in a virtual format.